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Dear colleagues,
The article published below opens a new rubric -

"Our archive". It is hardly a secret that many of the

Russian-language publications on Eastern manuscripts and documents have remained inaccessible to our
colleagues in the West, either because of the language barrier or because these publications were often issued in
small editions for specialists only. However, a significant number of them still remains topical, introducing into
scholarly circulation little-known or even unknown manuscripts or containing the analysis offacts collected over
decades of research on sources and documents.
Dozens of Russian scholars dedicated their lives to studying the written legacy of the peoples o(the East. Alas,
time marches on and many names have been forgotten amid the colossal changes which have overtaken Russia
and the huge amount of information Orienta lists now confront. Luckily, library shelves have preserved for us the
results of the inquiries and hopes, reflections and research of our colleagues from numerous scholarly centres of
theformer USSR.
A vast area encompassing many newlv independent states continues to use the Russian language as a common
tonguefor intellectual discourse. One of the many Russian scholars who devoted his life to the study of the Eastern
written legacy was Georgy Nikolaevich Chabrov (1904-1986). It is to his memory that we dedicate the first
publication in our new rubric, and it is his article that we publish on the pages below.
Familiarizing the readers of "1J11nuseript11 Orient11li11, who live in 30 countries, with the scholarly
heritage offamous Russian Orientalists, we are fortunate to be able to rely on the help of our friends from all the
former republics of the USSR and our friends in the West. The biographical information on G. N. Chabrov which
follows is based on materials prepared by V Germanov at the journal's request and under the direction of
Dr. Vincent Fourniau, Director of the Ins ti tut Fram;:ais d 'Etudes sur l 'Asie Centrale (IFEA C}, to li'hom \i'e express
our sincere gratitude.
We are also much indebted to our French and Uzbek colleagues for their help in readying this publication.

E. Rezvan, Editor-in-Chief

G. N. Chabrov

ON THE STUDY OF CENTRAL ASIAN BOOK-BINDING
The history of bookbinding has ancient roots. It became
known in Europe in the first century A. D. The well-known
Soviet Oriental studies scholar A. A. Semenov dates the
appearance of bindings among the people of the Near East
to the time of the Sassanids [I). It would seem that such an
ancient art should have attracted substantial study. Indeed,
foreign researchers have done a great deal of work on Iranian
bookbinding of the sixteenth - eighteenth centuries, which
attained a high level of sophistication [2); but virtually nothing has been done to study Central Asian bookbinding. Only
recently have Soviet descriptions and photographs appeared
of the most interesting examples of Central Asian binding art
of the fifteenth - eighteenth centuries [3).
Unfortunately, each Oriental studies scholar describes
Central Asian bindings in his own fashion, although
by 1939 A. A. Sememov had already developed a wellconsidered system for their description [4]. Semenov distinguishes full leather bindings and half-leather. A full
leather binding is a single piece of leather which encases
the board covers of a manuscript. As concerns halt~leather
bindings, it features boards lined with leather and fastened
with a leather back. In Semenov's descriptions, he always
notes the colour of leather, sometimes its type (shagreen,
sawra). and the quality and condition of the binding
("good". "old", "worn"). He always notes the presence
and nature of imprints and the names of binders located
within figured stamp marks applied with muhr stamps. But
Semenov almost never notes the material and colour of the
back, as well as the decoration of the book's fly-leaves.
In the five-volume description of manuscripts at the Uzbek
SSR Academy of Sciences edited by him and produced
with his personal participation, in most cases only special
bindings exceptional in form arc reviewed. In such cases,
the descriptions arc accompanied by photographs (monochrome, unfortunately), the most interesting of which are
photographs of a binding from plane tree boards (early 19th
century) and a lacquered binding with extremely beautiful
decorations of Central Asian origin dated to 1799 (both in the
third volume). Of note in the fourth volume is a photograph
of a luxurious binding of poured silver for a Qur'an made in
Bukhara in 1841, and a lacquered binding from 1862. The
latter is notable for its depiction of flowers borrowed from
the adornments of Chinese porcelain, which was imported in
large quantities to Central Asia beginning in the 1790s.
Also, N. D. Miklukho-Maclay made no small contribution to the description of Central Asian bindings; he drew
c ;\1a1111scripta Oriemalia

up an extensive "Description of Tajik and Persian manuscripts of the USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of
Oriental Studies", Moscow, 1955. Miklukho-Maclay calls
bindings with board covers lined in leather "Eastern".
Among their varieties he identifies Central Asian bindings
of the muqawwii · type. These arc the same as the bindings
that A. A. Semenov terms "half-leather". In his descriptions, Miklukho-Maclay always notes the binding material,
and often adds information on the quality or condition of
the leather in the binding ("smooth", "soft", "old"). But the
colour of the leather is quite otien omitted. In other cases,
without giving information on the quality of the leather, the
description notes the presence of imprints (simple and
"with gilding"). The colour and type of leather in backs is
never indicated. Descriptions of fly-leaves arc extremely
rare; the presence of flaps and names of craftsmen in
imprints are usually given.
The descriptions of A. T. Tagirdzhanov [5) also discuss
Eastern bindings (leather, board); he considers Central
Asian muqawwii' bindings one of their varieties. In these
descriptions, the colour of the leather is always indicated,
and there is sometimes information on its quality. Also
listed are the presence of imprints and names of craftsmen
in stamps. But fly-leaves arc here described only in exceptional cases.
Binding descriptions by the Orientalists of Tajikistan
are unfortunately extremely schematic [6). They distinguish
two types of bindings: Eastern and Central Asian (avoiding
the term muqawwii '). "Eastern" bindings are described
without an indication of their material. As concerns
"Central Asian" bindings, their description is frequently
accompanied by terms hardly comprehensible to the nonspecialists such as "usual", "ordinary", "local". In characterizing "Central Asian" bindings, the compilers limit
themselves to general information on the material (leather,
lacquer), but say nothing about the colour or type of leather
in backs, although they give detailed information on the
colour of leather in bindings: dark green, yellow-green,
greenish, dark crimson, bright red, etc. Information on how
the leather was processed and the presence of binders'
names in stamps is given only in exceptional cases; the
same is true of the processing of fly-leaves.
What conclusions can we draw from these varied descriptions? In our view, descriptions of bindings should
necessarily include infonnation on the type of binding
("Eastern", m11qa1nl'ii ', lacquered), the material, and the
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scripts contain sufficient information for Orientalists and
art historians who study the bindings of Central Asian
manuscript books.

colour of the covering and back, as well as how the covers
and fly-leaves of the book were processed. Only then will
catalogues and manuscript descriptions of Eastern manu-

***
A. A. Semenov noted that Central Asian bindings are
worthy of the most scrupulous study: "Later Central Asian
bindings," he writes, "fashioned only in the Bukharan
and Khiiqand khanates (that is, in the cities of Bukhara,
Samarkand, Khiiqand, Tashkent, and others) were exceptionally original; there is nothing like them elsewhere in the
East" [7]. Which characteristics are typical of Central Asian
bindings of the eighteenth - nineteenth centuries, when
binding art achieved in Central Asia a remarkable degree of
originality? Primarily, this is the ubiquitous presence of
muqawwa' bindings covered in coloured leather with red
and green covers and an imprint. Brown, variously toned
red, and green leather was pasted on the board base of
bindings. (A KhTwan innovation of the eighteenth century
was bindings of black leather, unknown elsewhere.) Book
covers were made from red, and also "specially processed
blue (green-blue) bumpy leather from male donkey"
(A. A. Semenov). Such leather was called saura or sal\'ra.
The tops and bottoms of backs ended in small scraps of
leather so that one could easily remove a book from the
shelf by taking hold of one of these scraps.
As before, the eighteenth century also witnessed the
production of bindings from a single piece of brown leather
with no decoration. In such books, imprints adorned only
the fly-leaves, which were made from the same leather
(No. 2777) [8]. At the same time, we also know of bindings
from brown leather with red backs; such bindings could
be adorned with embossed stamps between which were
located embossed decorations reminiscent of bows
(No. 2071 ). Bindings from red leather with green-blue
backs were also decorated with embossed stamps. These
stamps differed in colour from the bindings: they were not
red, but dark brown. A relatively simple red binding of this
type could have a magnificent fly-leaf of red leather with
embossed floral ornamentation (No. I 0565).
But the colouration of embossed stamps was not the
only distinguishing characteristic of ornamentation on
eighteenth-century bindings. Stamps might include "prints
of binders' seals" with their names. Such stamps were located on the upper and lower board twice: at top and bottom, usually with a significantly larger stamp filled with
floral ornamentation between them. Stamps with the names
of binders also came in colours. On one binding of green
leather with a red back, the name stamps are cherrycoloured and the middle stamps are red-gold (No. 3064 ).
Curiously, name stamps were not located at a standard distance from the ornamental stamp. If the distance from the
ornamental stamp to the upper name stamp was 3 cm, then
it was only 2.5 cm to the bottom stamp. The frequent use of
this device indicates that it was not an accidental mistake,
but a conscious aesthetic effect. Binders of the eighteenth
century developed several other methods to enrich the appearance of books. A. A. Semcnov notes, for example, that
a leather border of a different colour could be pasted
around the edges of a monochrome binding "some three
millimetres from the edge" [9].
Half-leather bindings with multicoloured backs predominated in Central Asia in the eighteenth century. In rare
cases, we also find lacquered bindings of extremely crude

work. Neither in the eighteenth century nor later do we find
the "lovely lacquered bindings of papier-miichc with a surface covered in painting" described by V. Dolinskaya [IO].
But their existence is confirmed by photographs in one of
the volumes which describe the collection of the Uzbek
SSR Academy of Sciences [ 11 ]. They were apparently
produced in limited quantities.
Unlike their Persian counterparts, Turkestani lacquered
bindings never contain depictions of living things (birds,
animals). Such are the distinguishing characteristics of
Central Asian book bindings of the eighteenth century.
In studying nineteenth-century bindings, we observe the
further development and enrichment of methods invented in
the eighteenth century. At the same time, we witness a fairly
significant difference between bindings produced in the first
half of the century and those produced after Central Asia
became part of the Russian Empire. In both halves of the century. one still encounters bindings made from single pieces of
coloured leather decorated with embossed stamps which frequently tell us the names of the binders. But muqainn/ '-type
bindings clearly predominate: they cost far less and at the
same time better satisfied the aesthetic requirements of buyers. In this period, muqall'wa '-type bindings were also made
of yellow leather. Methods invented in the eighteenth century
to colour stamps in hues which differ from the colour of the
binding were further developed and enriched in the first half
of the nineteenth century. Red bindings then generally featured green stamps and black bindings gold stamps. which
were unknown in the eighteenth century. Bindings in yellow
leather had red stamps.
The decoration of bindings with borders should be considered an innovation developed by nineteenth-century
craftsmen. Borders were made up of embossed line decorations and edging of various widths. The space closer to the
edge of the binding was usually filled with lanccolate clements or. more rarely, wavy lines. We know of cases where
the border consists of a single line made up of lanceolate
clements. In addition to embossed borders, there arc also
painted borders: red on brown bindings, green on red. and
brown on green.
In books from the first half of the nineteenth century.
leather is no longer used to decorate fly-leaves. Paper flyleaves of grey or green tinted paper appear. One notes the
fly-leaf of a manuscript from the first third of the nineteenth
century on violet paper with traced designs: brown "grasses"
and white and blue "fruits" (No. 3465). On some fly-leaves,
the covers of Indian litho6>Taphs were used for decoration.
Research on bindings from the second half of the nineteenth century is made easier thanks to the work of Russian
scholars. Curious members of the Russian intelligentsia, for
whom Turkestan became a second homeland. carefully
studied the works of local artists. They were especially interested in local bookbinding. The first museum in Turkestan,
opened in Tashkent in 1876, included among its exhibits
"examples of the natives' book-binding art" [ 12].
The book-binding mastery of Samarkand craftsmen was
also studied by the folklore specialist Yu. 0. Yakubovsky.
In 1896. he published the article "Bookbinding craft of the
natives of Samarkand" [ 13]. The materials gathered by
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Y akubovsky arc of great interest. He indicates that bindings
of paperboard covered in leather and "multicoloured paper
of its own hue" were made in Samarkand. Three colours
were favourites for leather and paper for bindings at that
time: red, yellow. and green. Bindings continued to be
decorated with imprints in the form of borders and stamps.
The latter were applied with a muhr stamp made of yellow
brass in Khiiqand. The stamp was placed over the freshly
pasted leather or paper of the cover and applied with blows
of an iron pestle (kumi) with broad flat ends. For linings,
craftsmen used ordinary Russian paper, pasted it on, and
then coloured it red. green, and sometimes blue with lacquer oil paint. Craftsmen also knew of special Russian
binding paper, but were not cager to use it; it was not as
strong as paper processed in the manner just described.
Residents of Khiiqand were considered the best bookbinders during Yakubuvsky's time. They were the ones who
produced simple binding tools for their colleagues, which
were difficult to obtain in Samarkand. Yakubovsky is the
only person to provide us with information on the cost of
bindings: "An average Sart binding costs from one to two
trnga. 15-30 kopecks". But one master-binder informed
Yakubovsky that his workshop could also fashion expensive bindings "with decorations based on metal''. Such
bindings cost around four rubles.
There is interesting infonnation on book-binding in
Bukhiirii in the special chapter "Bookbinding and items
from papicr-machc" from an ethnographic study by
0. A. Sukharcva [ 14 ]. There, in the capital of the Bukhiiran
khiinatc. binders were called smrnd or muqawwiisiiz. They
lived not far from the Ghiiziyiin quarter. Book-sellers also
bound their wares. Craftsmen lined the board covers of
bindings with paper usually coloured a swampy green. The
traditional means of decorating a binding - imprints was widely employed there as well. In speaking of papicrmachc items. Sukharcva mentions only qalamdiin boxes for
writing instruments, saying nothing of lacquered bindings.
This art had apparently already been lost in Bukhiirii. In the
dictionary of Bukharan craft terms drawn up by Sukharcva,
we find the leather types klmukht or .)·iighrl (shagrccn).
made from the hide of a horse's or donkey's croup by
klmukhtgar craftsmen.
Of course, the great mastery of Central Asian bookbinders in the second half of the nineteenth century is
confirmed by the artful objects they produced. A typical
example of a manuscript binding from this period presents
a binding in red leather lined along the edges with a strip of
green smvra. The back is of brown leather and the binding
is also edged in brown leather. Interesting is the decoration
of a border in which one edge is filled with tear-shaped
decorations (No. 3762. scc/ig. /).
During this period. lacquered bindings were made
only in Khiiqand and Khlwii. One of the Khiiqand bindings
from the 1870s is decorated in paint on a red background.
The board is surrounded on all sides by a relatively wide
border. The central part bears traditional figured stamps
and brown "bows" (No. 3806). Very effective is a Khlwan
lacquered binding with a back of black leather. The covers
of the binding arc decorated in floral designs, filling several
parallel rows of strips. They alternate with strips of text
embossed on a black background. The rich fly-leaves of
this book arc executed in the same fashion (No. 2858, see
figs. 2 and 3).
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Evidence of a conscious return to eighteenth-century
methods can be seen in a number of more recent bindings
produced either in the early twentieth or very late nineteenth century. One such binding, of brown leather with
a red back and lined along the edges with sawra, is decorated only with a plain border of very simple design
(No. 4150). The binding of a book made in I 90 I successfully reproduces older methods of decoration. The brown
leather which covers the book is decorated only with embossed stamps. The same modest style marks the book's
fly-leaves of brown, undressed leather (No. 3620).
A few observations can be added concerning bookbinding format. For the eighteenth - early twentieth centuries, a binding height of 24-27 cm and width of 1718 cm can be considered the dominant format. Formats of
18.0X 11.0 cm were employed as well. Large-format
books (height 30--45 cm and width 27-28 cm) are comparatively rare. Such formats arc typical only for a few
types of "luxurious" lithograph books. The stamps which
decorate bindings of the eighteenth - early twentieth
centuries arc relatively uniform. Small stamps come in
variations of a shield filled with floral ornamentation or
text with the binder's name. Large stamps, which Russian
binders often termed sredniki (lit. "middlers", or so-called
medallions - eds.), were more diverse in form, ranging
from an extended oval to whimsically cut shields. The
formats for stamps are unusually diverse, although
one can identify regularities. For example, small stamps
are usually of the following dimensions: I .8X 1.5 cm,
2.0X 1.5 cm, and 2. 9X3.0 cm. The height gradually
increases; stamps with a height of 3 to 9 cm should be
considered large. The width of such stamps varies from 2
to 6.5 cm. Books of 18.0X 11.0 cm had small stamps no
higher than 2 cm; large ones ranged from 3 to 7 cm.
When the only lithograph books available in Central
Asia were of Iranian and Indian origin, the bindings of lithograph books were the same as the bindings of manuscript
books. But at the very end of the nineteenth century and
beginning of the twentieth, local lithograph production
underwent impressive development and the bindings of
lithograph books diverged entirely from traditional book
bindings [ 15]. A. A. Scmcnov fonnulated the overall tendencies to simplify lithograph book bindings as follows: "In
place of the complex work of a ~a!J!Jiil (bookbinder G. Ch.), which included providing the binding with
a leather back, lining the edges of the board covers with
leather, and pasting in and colouring paper to cover them;
in place of all this, they began to print ready paper covers
for bindings either glossy green or matte blue in colour.
Leather was no longer required for the back; ordinary
calico would do" [16].
Semenov's observations are entirely correct. One should
only note that this evolution was gradual: it was only at the
beginning of the twentieth century, when the most powerful
enterprise in the pre-Revolutionary national printing trade,
Guliim l:lasan Arijanov's Tashkent lithography, established
itself on the book market, that half-leather bindings were
completely supplanted by bindings pasted over in paper such
as those described by Semenov. We add to his remarks that
designs on new print covers frequently imitated old book
bindings, even bearing traditional stamps printed in bronze.
On such covers, local traditions were whimsically combined
with a wide array of European type-set ornaments.
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Illustrations
Fig. I. A nineteenth-century bookbinding of sa11ra with a border edge, filled with
tear-shaped decorations.
Fig. 2. A KhTwan lacquered binding with a back of black leather. The covers of the
binding arc decorated in floral designs. filling several parallel rows of strips.
They alternate with strips of text embossed on a black background.
Fig. 3. Another sample of a similar binding.

